
peel & stick
tile setting adhesive

instasettm no mess

fast
rv/motorhome

fireplace

no mortar

permanent

backsplash

shower wall

diy
simple as

DISTRIBUTED BY: 
GBM MANUFACTURING INC.

1188 S. Airport Way
Stockton, CA 95205
www.GBMglass.com

MADE IN CHINA

thinset

replacement

1 ROLL = 12" x 14.5' (14 SQUARE FEET)
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED ON THE INSIDE

tile work made easy!

1. peel

2. stick
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no mess

fast

diy
- RAZER KNIFE
- GROUT FLOAT
- TAPE MEASURE
- PENCIL
- LEVEL
- PRY BAR
- TILE SPACERS (OPTIONAL)
- GROUT (OPTIONAL)

tools you’ll need: 

- Wall/substrate must be free of any debris, 
dust, and/or loose paint.
- Wall must be leveled, non-porous, smooth,
dry and flat.  
- Wall/Substrate can be laid over an existing 
tile surface, as long as it meets the substrate 
requirements above. 

step 1 surface preperations:

Using a tape measure, pencil, ruler and level 
(if needed), mark out the measurements of 
your space. 

step 2 measure the wall

- Roll out the adhesive onto the wall
(inner side facing the wall). We 
recommend rolling the roll out in a vertical
direction for a strong bonding (top to bottom). 
- Follow any markings made previously
to ensure a straight line. Repeat process with
the entire wall. 

step 3 adhere adhesive 
membrane to wall

- Using a razer knife, carefully cut through any
openings and remove the excess adhesive. 

step 4 outlets/faucets/shower
heads

for more detailed
installation tips, search
“instaset tile adhesive”
on youtube.com

FIND MORE INSTASET RATED TILE 
PRODUCTS ON GBMGLASS.COM

have questions? call us
1 (888) 862-8397

- Using a grout float, firmly press down the 
adhesive. 

step 5 firmly press down 

- Using a clean rag, wipe down the back of the 
tile/mosaic. Make sure the backing of the 
tile/mosaic is dry and smooth. 
- Tile should be as flat as possible. 
- Must achieve >80% direct bonding to the 
adhesive. 

step 6 clean the tile

- Peel the top protective layer of the Instaset
membrane to expose the front facing adhesive.  

step 7 peel

- Following the lines drawn previously, gently 
press the tile onto the adhesive. Use a pry bar
for adjustments/repositioning when needed. 
- Firmly press the tile into the wall to secure
bonding. 

step 8 stick

- Grouting may be optional depending on the 
usable and application. Check with the tile
manufacturer’s guideline for more details.

step 9 grouting (optional)

instaset quick installation guide
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